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Abstract

Future Work

The LIGO detectors are ultra sensitive, making them
susceptible to glitches from noise that can block
gravitational wave signals. In order to reduce the
number of glitches that occur in the detector, the
cause of the glitches must be found.

So far, 15 of the 270 occurrences of the Helix
glitch in the H1 detector have been studied in
depth, but no correlations have yet been seen. By
studying all the occurrences of the Helix glitch in
the H1 detector, I will be able to produce data that
shows possible correlations between the
occurrences of these glitches and outside factors.
The graphs generated will lead me to the best
potential relationships between the occurrences of
the Helix glitches and various outside factors. If
any correlations are found, the H1 detector can
know when to expect Helix glitches. Further, the
H1 detector may be able to address the issue in
time to completely eliminate a glitch, which will
improve the performance of the detector.

I am researching the Helix glitch to try and determine
its origin. This is accomplished by studying the times
at which the glitch occurred in the detector and then
looking for factors that may have caused a glitch to
happen around the same time, to see if there are any
correlations.

Background
The LIGO Collaboration has built the most sensitive
detectors on the planet in order to detect gravitational
waves. But due to their sensitivity, they also detect
noise from other sources besides gravitational waves.
These noise detections cause “glitches” in the
detector, which can block or misconstrue true
gravitational wave signals. Thus, it is important to
know what causes the glitches, and how they can be
reduced or even eliminated. There are currently 22
recognized types of glitches, and while most of their
origins are known, there are 4 whose causes are still
unknown. One of these is the Helix glitch.

Methodology
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All of the glitches that occur in LIGO detectors are
collected in a database where they are categorized
according to: type of glitch, which detector the
glitch occurred in, the date and exact universal
time that the glitch occurred, and the glitch’s peak
frequency. Working with this database, I can look
at all of the Helix glitches that have occurred in
the Hanford (H1) detector. Using the daily data
logs kept by the H1 detectors, I can compare the
time the glitch occurred with any outside factor
that could have possibly caused the glitch.
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While looking through the logs, I am looking for
several factors that could be linked to glitches in
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